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Remote data cloud storage algorithm

based on bifurcation variational

filtering

Hongqing Liu1, Yan Liu2, Diqing Shu3,
Zhixian Zou1

Abstract. In the application of cloud storage, user file is not in local storage, therefore,
file security, data confidentiality and robustness are the key problems. Firstly, aimed at the secure
erasure code storage system of several key servers proposed by existing literatures, the problem that
data robustness leads to defects in data recovery is not considered, and the end-to-end checking
strategy threat model of cloud storage is established by using pseudo-random linear mapping;
secondly, interface file block structure is prepared and integrity check project design is conducted
by referring to relevant literature algorithm to realize the supplement of secure erasure code storage
system algorithm function of multiple key servers and provide the analysis of calculation complexity
of algorithm; at last, the experiment result shows that, the proposed integrity check program can
realize greater successful retrieval probability of data.
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.

1. Introduction

Cloud storage system is driven by high speed network and big data center and
can provide reliable storage service on network. Users can store files on cloud storage
server and later visit [1] through internet. In file storage process, the most concerned
matter for users is the security of stored files, of which data confidentiality and
robustness are the key security problems to be solved. In order to guarantee the
data confidentiality, users can encrypt files at the first and then store confidential
files in cloud storage. Therefore, cloud file confidentiality is not only oriented at
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external personnel, but also oriented at cloud service provider [2]. Data robustness
mainly involves two aspects: service failure and service damage. Service failure is
that users fail to obtain request response from retrieval and service damage is that
users obtain damaged data. The Paper mainly considers data robustness problem
[3].

In literature [4, 5], cloud storage system is proposed to ensure data confidentiality.
The system is a distributed storage system based on secure erasure of code, which
is called as Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) storage system. It includes
storage server and key server. Files can be coded in ciphertext through distributed
secure erasure code and the ciphertext will be randomly assigned to storage server for
combination and storage. Each storage server will combine the received ciphertext
into independent one. According to the characteristics of distributed secure erasure
code, the files are confidential and can be recovered as long as there are enough
numbers of storage servers and correct ciphertext return.

2. System plan and threat model

2.1. System scheme

Hybrid cloud environment is taken into account. Assuming that there is stor-
age server (SS1, SS2, · · · , SSn) in public cloud, there are m groups of key servers
(KS1,KS2, · · · , kSm) in private cloud. See Fig. 1 for the system plan. There are
4 stages in storage system: setup stage, storage stage, integrity check stage and
retrieval stage.
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Fig. 1. System plan

At setup stage, system manager publishes system parameters. User A generates
public key tuple (PKA, SKA) and master verification key V KA. User A can share
its key in key server through threshold value (t,m), for example, share key SKA,i in
key server KSi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

At storage stage, User A endows file M with identifier IM and then User A uses
master verification key V KA to calculate the verification key V KIM

A for file M. for
the storage of file M, User A dividesM intomi file blocks (m1,m2, · · · ,mk) and then
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uses public key PKA to change file blockmi into ciphertext ci, and at the same time,
User A generates complete label σi by using verification key V KIM

A as the ciphertext
ci. After that, User A will assign ciphertext- label pair to v random storage servers, of
which, after receiving tuples, each one SSi will select combination coefficient vector−→
G j = (gj,1, gj,2, · · · , gj,k) randomly and store the results as coding tuple (c′i, σ

′
i).

Coding tuple {(c′i, σ′i)} and ciphertext {(c′i)} are called as linearly independent only
when its combination coefficient vector {

−→
G j} is linearly independent of each other.

At integrity check stage, User A endows file M with identifier IM and sends
integrity check request to key server KSθ, of which θ ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}. After re-
ceiving the request, KSθ inquires ω storage servers randomly for ω coding tuples{(
c′θi , σ

′
θi

)}ω
i=1

, of which ω > k. After that, KSθ integrates query results to get
(c′θ, σ

′
θ) and then checks its integrity by using verification key. If the verification fails,

KSθ will conducts non-intersection groups on
{(
c′θi , σ

′
θi

)}ω
i=1

to check the integrity
of each group until all the damaged tuples are found. And at the same time, KSθ
will also check the translatability of correct ciphertext. Given that κ =

[
gθi,j

]
is the

combination coefficient matrix of correct ciphertext
{
c′θi
}
, of which 1 ≤ j ≤ k. And

the correct ciphertext
{
c′θi
}
will be translatable only if and only if Rank (κ) = k. At

last, KSθ will returns the integrity check result and inform User A of the damaged
storage service.

At retrieval stage, User A endows file M with identifier IM and sends retrieval
request to key server KSi, and the later one will inquire u services randomly for
u coding tuples after receiving the request. After that, KSi will check the integral
unit of tuple and filtrate the damaged ones. KSi generates decryption token ζi
in remained ciphertext by using shared key SKA,i, and then returns the result
Ri =

(
ζi, c

′
i1
, c′i2 , · · · , c

′
iu

)
from key server, checks its translatability and decodes

it to realize the reconstruction of k file blocks (m1,m2, · · · ,mk). If there are k
ciphertexts are linearly independent in (R1, · · · , Rm), above decoding process will
be effective.

2.2. Threat model

Data robustness shows the successful retrieval of data. It needs correct ciphertext
and enough quantities of storage servers. And integrity check program can be used
to treat the damage problems of storage server. If storage server fails and its damage
proportion is below the preset threshold value ε0, data can be recovered by secure
dispersion erasure code. Securities trading storage system parameters depend on the
threshold value ε0 of system. Security of integrity check program can be constructed
by the security game of faking integrity label of opponents. See Fig. 2 for security
game, which is defined as follows [10-11]:

Challenger C plays the role of user while opponent A plays the role of storage
server. A inquires the integrity label of selected ciphertext and tries to fake the
effective tuples of ciphretext and integrity label to win the security game (see Fig.
2), and the detailed process is as follows:

Step 1: at setup stage, C generates system parameter π and public key tuple
(PK,SK) and verifies V K for target users and then sends (π, PK) to A.
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Step2: at inquiry stage, A selects file block (m1,m2, · · · ,mk) randomly as the
inquiry of C. Then C encrypts each file block mi as ciphertext ci with public key
PK and use V K to generate integrity label σi. C feeds {(ci, σi)}ki=1 back to A.

Step 3: at response stage, A tries to construct effective tuple (c∗, σ∗) with combi-
nation coefficient vector

−→
G∗ = (g∗1 , g

∗
2 , · · · , g∗k). If (c∗, σ∗) passes verification, it will

be effective, namely V erify(V K, c∗, σ∗,
−→
G∗) = V alid. If (c∗, σ∗) is effective and is

not {(ci, σi)}ki=1 combination, then A wins the security game, namely:

(c∗, σ∗) =

(
k∏
i=1

c
∗g∗i
i ,

k∏
i=1

σ
∗g∗i
i

)
6=

(
k∏
i=1

c
g∗i
i ,

k∏
i=1

σ
g∗i
i

)
. (1)

Therefore, A fakes an effective ciphertext markup tuple (c∗i , σ
∗
i ) at least. And

the advantage of opponent A can be defined as: Pr [A].
Definition 1: an integrity check program is (t, ε) safe, if there is no such proba-

bilistic algorithm making A win the security game within the time t.
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  Fig. 2. Security game integrity check program

3. Integrity check program

3.1. Construction of interface file block

Step 1 (bilinear map): given that G = 〈g〉 and GT = 〈gT 〉 are the prime order
double-cyclic multiplier clusters and the subscript T in the formula denotes target.
Bilinear mapping ê : G×G→ GT satisfies characteristics [12].

Bilinearity: ∀x, y ∈ Zp, ê (gx, gy) = ê (g, g)
xy; non-degeneration: ê (g, g) = gT ;

computability: ê (·, ·) can be calculated based on probabilistic polynomial time al-
gorithm.

Step 2 (pseudo-random function): the random function from domain D and in-
terval R can be selected from all the possible existing functions from domain D
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and interval R. On the other hand, pseudo-random function is selected from rela-
tively small functions family. Therefore, pseudo-random function can be instantiated
through functions family with relatively small index. It is hard to distinguish output
distribution of pseudo-random function from that of random function [13].

Definition 2: given that F : I ×D → R is random function, of which I is index
space, D is input space and R is output space. And at the same time, under the
circumstance that there is no probabilistic algorithm available distinguishing output
distribution advantages within the time t, define the function F ′ : I ′ × D → R as
the pseudo-random function, in which I ′ ∈ I and |I ′| � |I|.

Step 3 (dispersion erasure code): use dispersion erasure code which is the sparse
generator matrix of random linear codes, of which the used linear combination in cod-
ing and decoding process is prime order p cyclic multiplier GT . The dimensionality of
generated matrix G = [gi,j ] is n×k, of which gi,j ∈R Zp. The construction of G con-
tains n random selection linear independence vectors {Gi = (gi,1, gi,2, · · · , gi,k)}ni=1.
Then k file blocks (m1,m2, · · · ,mk) ∈ GkT is coded as n symbols (ω1, ω2, · · · , ωn) ∈
GnT , of which:

ωi =

k∏
j=1

m
gi,j
j . (2)

As for decoding, decoder shall collect k symbols (ωl1 , ωl2 , · · · , ωln) at least. Given
that the inverse matrix of k × k matrix constructed by (ωl1 , ωl2 , · · · , ωln) due to
κ = [gli,j ]1≤i,j≤k is κ−1 = [ĝli,j ]1≤i,j≤k. If κ is reversible, the decoding process will
be:

mi =

k∏
j=1

ω
ĝi,j
lj

. (3)

Step 4 (public key decryption): it consists of six algorithms including Setup,
KeyGen, KeyGen, Enc, ShareDec and FinalDec. Where, Setup generates pub-
lic parameters of system, KeyGen generates public key tuple (PK,SK) for users,
ShareKeyGen decomposes secrete key SK of users into m shared keys, in which
way users can recover data at any time t. Enc encrypts files as the ciphertext with
public key PK. ShareDec transforms ciphertext through the sharing of secrete key.
FinalDec inputs partial decoded ciphertext and then outputs the file.

3.2. Algorithm construction

Step 1 (setup stage): system manager uses Setup algorithm to generate sys-
tem parameters. User A uses KeyGen algorithm to obtain its secrete key tuple
(PKA, SKA) and master verification key V KA. Then User A uses ShareKeyGen
algorithm to generate m shared keys {SKA,i}mi=1 for m key servers.

S1-1: Setup
(
1λ
)
, input security parameter 1λ and output system parameters:

π = (p,G,GT , ê, g, F,Hδ, Hτ ) . (4)

Where, p is the prime number of λ digits, G and GT are the prime number
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cyclic groups of p orders, ê : G × G → GT is bilinear map, g is the generator of
G, F : Zp × {0, 1}∗ → Zp is pseudo-random function, Hδ : Zp × {0, 1}∗ → GT and
Hτ : {0, 1}∗ → G are bilinear security hash functions.

S1-2: KeyGen (π) input its system parameter π and outputs the key tuple
(PKA, SKA, V KA) of User A. KeyGen function selects x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈R Zp and
sets PKA = gx1 , SKA = x1, V KA = (x2, x3, x4).

S1-3: ShareKeyGen (π, SKA, t,m) inputs system parameter π, secret key SKA,
threshold value t and m key servers and output m shared keys. ShareKeyGen
selects polynomial:

fA (x) = at−1x
t−1 + at−2x

t−2 + · · ·+ a1x+ SKA (modp) . (5)

Step 2 (storage stage): User A endows file M with identifier IM and generates
verification key V KIM

A based on V eriKeyGen algorithm. After that, User A de-
composes file M into k file blocks (m1,m2, · · · ,mk) ∈ GkT , encrypts file block mi

into ciphertext ci based on Enc algorithm, and generates integrity label σi based on
TagGen algorithm. User A randomly matches key-label tuple (ci, σi) for v storage
server. Each storage server SSj receives tuple and stores it as coding tuple

(
c′j , σ

′
j

)
based on hybrid algorithm.

S2-1: V eriKeyGen (π, V KA, IM , k) inputs system parameter π, master verifica-
tion key V KA, identifier IM and file block quantity m and outputs the verification
key V KIM

A of M . Assumed that V KA = (x2, x3, x4), it can be calculated that:

V KIM
A = (F (x2, IM ) , F (x3, IM ) , Hδ (x3, IM ‖1))

= Hδ (x4, IM ‖2) , · · · , Hδ (x4, IM ‖k ) .
(6)

S2-2: Enc (π, PKA, IM ,m1, · · · ,mk) inputs system parameter π, key PKA, iden-
tifier IM and k file blocks (m1, · · · ,mk), and outputs k groups of ciphertexts (c1, · · · ,
ck). Assumed that PKA = gx1 , it can be calculated that:

ci = (gri , τM ,miê(g
x1 , τ riM ), ξi) . (7)

Where, ri ∈R Zp, τM = Hτ (lM ), ξi ∈ Zkp is the unit vector of coordinate of 1.
S2-3: TagGen(π, V KIM

A , ci) inputs system parameter π, verification key V KIM
A

and ciphertext ci and outputs integrity label σi. Assumed that V KIM
A = (δ, δ′, δ1, δ2,

· · · , δk) and ci = (αi, τM , γi, (gi,1, gi,2, · · · , gi,k)), it can be calculated that:

σi = ê(αi, τM )δ · γδ
/

i ·
k∏
j=1

δgi,jj . (8)

Assumed
V KIM

A = (F (x2, IM ), F (x3, IM ), Hδ(x4, IM ||1),

Hδ(x4, IM ||2) · · · , Hδ(x4, IM ||k)) . (9)
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ci = (gri , τM ,miê(g
xl , τ riM ), ξ̂i) . (10)

It can be g that:

σi = ê(gri , τM )F (x2,lM ) · (miê(g
x1 , τTi

M ))F (x3,lM ) ·Hδ(x4, IM ||i) . (11)

S2-4: Combine(π, (c1, σ1), · · · , (ck, σk),Gj) inputs parameter π and k ciphertext
label tuples ((c1, σ1), (c2, σ2), · · · , (ck, σk)) and storage server combination coefficient
Gj = (gj ,1 , gj ,2 , · · · , gj,k), of which if SSj does not receive (ci, σi), then gj,i ∈R Zp
and gj,i ∈R Zp. Its output coding tuple is:

(c′j , σ
′
j) = (�ki=1c

gj,i
i ,

k∏
i=1

σ
gj,i
i ) . (12)

For SSj , operation � can be defined as follows: for the provided ciphertext
ci = (gri , τM ,miê(g

x1 , τ riM ), file block mi and ciphertext (gj,1, gj,2, · · · , gj,k) as well
as (gj,1, gj,2, · · · , gj,k), the ciphertext c′ = cβi

i � c
βj

j of m′ = mβi

i · m
βj

j can be
calculated under the circumstance of no key x1 and block (mi,mj), where:

cβi

i � c
βj

j

= (gβiri , τM ,m
βi

i e(g
xl , τβiri

M ), (βigi,1, · · · , βigi,k))

� (gβjrj , τM ,m
βj

j e(g
xl , τ

βjrj
M ), (βjgj,1, · · · , βjgj,k))

= (gβiri+βjrj , τM ,m
βi

i m
βj

j e(g
xl , τ

βiri+βjrj
M ),

(βigi,l + βjgj,1, · · · , βigi,k + βjgj,k)) .

(13)

Similarly, integrity label can be provided:

σi = ê(gri , τM )F (x2,IM ) · (miê(g
x1 , τ riM ))F (x3,IM ) ·

k∏
l=1

eHδ(x4, IM ||l)gi,t . (14)

For ci, the integrity label is:

σj = ê(grj , τM )F (x2,IM ) · (mj ê(g
x1 , τ

rj
M ))F (x3,IM ) ·

k∏
e=1

eHδ(x4, IM ||l)gj ,t . (15)

For cj , if verification key V KIM
A and ciphertext (ci, cj) are unknown, calculate

the integrity label σ′ = σβi

i · σ
βj

j of c′ = cβi

i � C
βj

j , where:

σβi

i · σ
βj

j

= ê(gβiri+βjrj , τM )F (x2,IM ) · (mβi

i m
βj

j ê(g
x1 , τ

βiri+βjrj
M ))F (x3,IM )

·
k∏
l=1

Hδ(x4, IM ‖l )βi,gi,l
+βj,j,l = TagGen(V KIM

A , cβi

i � c
βj

j )

(16)
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Step 3 (integrity check stage): User A can send M integrity check request to
key server KSθ and then KSθ inquires ω storage servers of ω coding tuples ω of
IM , where ω > k. KSθ combines coding tuples based on Combine algorithm to get
(c′θ, σ

′
θ) and uses V erify algorithm to verify its integrity. If (c′θ, σ

′
θ) is effective, KS

conducts non-intersect group division on ((c′θi , σ
′
θi

)}wi=1, and verifies in recursion until
the damaged tuple is found out. KSθ informs User A of which storage service fails
or suffers from damage; assumed that there are r such servers in total, then as for
the small enough positive value ∆, if the grade r/ω is lower than the ineffectiveness
rate ε0 −∆, above integrity check process will be deemed effective.

If the integrity check fails, KSθ is kept in query status and KSθ algorithm is
used until k groups of correct and linear independent tuples are found out. Besides,
these correct tuple recovery systems can be used in recovery plan. If KSθ can not
find k groups of correct and linear independent tuples, extra background servers are
required for system recovery.

S3-1: V erify(π, V KIM
A , C ′θ, σ

′
θ) inputs system parameter π, verification key V KIM

A

and combined tuple V KIM
A and outputs the verification results. Assumed that:

V KIM
A = (δ, δ′, δ1, δ2, · · · , δk) . (17)

c′θ = (α′, τM , γ
′, (g′1, g

′
2, · · · , g′k)) . (18)

The output will be effective if and only if:

σ′θ = ê(α′, τM )δ · γ′δ
′
·
k∏
i=1

δ
g′i
i . (19)

S3-2: CheckRank(π, κ) inputs system parameter π, correct tuple {(c′θi , σ
′
θi

)} and
combination coefficient matrix κ =

[
gθi,j

]
, and the output will be effective if and

only if it satisfies in limited domain that:

Rank(κ) = k . (20)

Step 4 (retrieval stage): User A sends retrieval request to m key servers and each
key server sends request to u storage servers for u coding tuples ((c′θi , σ

′
θi

)}ui=1, and
checks tuple individual based on V erify algorithm while ignoring damaged individu-
als. After that, KSi uses ShareDec to generate decryption token ζi among remained
ciphertext {c′ij}, and returns back to (ζi, {c′ij}). User A collects these ciphertexts
and uses CheckRank algorithm to check whether its coefficient matrix grade is k
or not, after that, User A finds out k groups of linear independent ciphertexts. If
there are t decryption tokens {ζli}ti=1 and k groups of linear independent ciphertexts
{c′lj}

k
j=1 returning back, User A can use Decode algorithm to reconstruct original k

groups of data blocks.
S4-1: ShareDec(π, SKA,i, c

′
ij

) inputs system parameter π, key SKA,i and ci-
phertext c′ij and outputs decryption token ζi. Assumed that SKA,i = fA (i) and
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c′ij = (α′ij , τM , γ
′
ij
, (gij ,1, · · · , gij ,k)), it can be calculated that:

ζi = τ
fA(i)
M . (21)

S4-2: Decode(π, (ζll , · · · , ζlt), (c′l1 , · · · , c
′
lk

)) inputs system parameter π, t decryp-
tion tokens {ζll , · · · , ζlt} and k groups of linear independent ciphertext k and outputs
the reconstructed original k groups of data blocks (m1, · · · ,mk):

(1) Reconstruct τSKA

M in {ζll , · · · , ζlt} with Lagrange interpolation and the pro-
cess is as follows [14]:

τSKA

M =

t∏
i=1

((τ
fA(li)
M )

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

−lj/li−lj
) . (22)

(2) Use τSKA

M to decrypt (c′l1 , · · · , c
′
lk

), assumed that c′li = (α′li , τM , γ
′
li
, (gli,1, · · · ,

glik)), it can be calculated that:
M ′li = (m′li , (gli,1, · · · , gli,k))

m′li =
γ′li

ê(α′li , τ
SKA

M )
=

k∏
j=1

m
gli,j
j .

(23)

S4-3: Decode
(
M ′l1 , · · · ,M

′
lk

)
reconstructs file blocks (m1, · · · ,mk). Assumed

that the matrix κ−1 = [ĝli,j ]1≤i,j≤k obtained by
(
M ′l1 , · · · ,M

′
lk

)
due to κ = [gli,j ]1≤i,j≤k

is κ inverse matrix, it can be calculated that:

mi =

k∏
j=1

(
m′lj

)ĝli,j
. (24)

4. Algorithm analysis

4.1. Algorithm complexity analysis

(1) Complexity of calculation process is: V eriKeyGen process complexity is
2PRF + kHash, where PRF denotes the verification times of master key and Hash
denotes the Hashtable dimension adopted; complexity of TagGen process is 1Pair+
(k + 2)Exp+(k+1)Mul; the complexity of Combine process is kExp+(k − 1)mul;
complexity of kExp+(k − 1)mul process is 1Pair+(k + 2)Exp+(k+1)Mul, where
1Pair + (k + 2)Exp+ (k + 1)Mul denotes the quantity of label pairs, Exp denotes
the quantity of integrity check and Mul denotes the times of cyclic execution.

(2) Complexity of data storage process is: complexity of user operation process
is 3 |p|+ |IM |, where 3 |p|+ |IM | is identifier dimension and p is the operation times
of users; complexity of storage server operation process is n · LT , where LT denotes
the complexity of one storage server operation and n denotes the storage times;
complexity of key server operation process is m · (2 |p|+ k · LT ).
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(3) Complexity of communication process is: complexity of storage process is
A → KS : m · (2 |p|+ k · LT ), A → SS : k · v · LT ; complexity of integrity check is
SS → KS : ω ·LT ; complexity of retrieval process is SS → KS : m ·u ·LT , where m
denotes communication times and other parameters are the same defined as above.

4.2. Security and robustness analysis

Theory 1: assumed that there are k tuples, n storage servers and m key servers,
where k ≥ 13, n = ak and m > (k − 1)/[(n− 1) logn (n/k)]. Tuples are distributed
among v storage servers randomly and its combination coefficient is the random
number of v, where v = b ln k and b > 5a. If error and missing tuple accounts for ε ≤
n−(k−1)/[m(n−1)]−k/n and each key server queries u ≥ (k − 1)/[m logn (n/(εn+ k))]
tuple, then the successful retrieval probability will be 1− k/p− o (1) at least.

Demonstration: given that E1 is the event of key server query less than the correct
tuples and E2 is the irreversible event of k × k matrixes constructed by k correct
tuples, the successful retrieval probability will be 1−pr {E1}−pr

{
E2

∣∣E1

}
·pr
{
E1

}
,

besides, there will be:

pr {E1} =

(
n− εn
k − 1

)(
εn+ k − 1

n

)um
= o (1) . (25)

Then, when u ≥ (k−1)/ [m1ogn(n/(εn+ k))], there is n1−(k−1)/(um) > εn+k−1.
To get the border of pr

{
E2

∣∣E1

}
· pr

{
E1

}
, there is:

pr
{
E2

∣∣E1

}
· pr

{
E1

}
≤ pr

{
E2

∣∣E1

}
≤ k

p
+ o(1) . (26)

So the successful retrieval probability is:

1− pr {E1} − pr
{
E2

∣∣E1

}
· pr

{
E1

}
≥ 1− o(1)− k

p
− o(1) = 1− k

p
− o(1)

(27)

Demonstration completed.

4.3. Experimental analysis

The theory 1 has built the lower limit of parameter setting way and successful
retrieval probability aimed at storage server damage and failure. To prove the ro-
bustness of parameter defined data determined in integrity check program, set analog
system n = 1024, k = 256, m = 64 and v = 111 and test u = 1 ∼ 35 to get the
successful retrieval probability of data, where p is the prime number with 513 digits.
The test aims to prove the quantity of storage servers queried by key servers, which
is much lower than the theoretical value. Compare algorithms by selecting literature
[4], literature [5] and literature [8] and select data damage rate of ε = 1%, 5%, 10%
and 20%; the comparison of these successful retrieval probabilities are shown in Fig.
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3.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the successful retrieval probabilities of the al-

gorithm of the paper and that in literature [4-5] and literature [8]. Seen from the
figure, the quantities of query servers required for several comparison algorithms
under the same successful retrieval probabilities increase with the increase of data
damage rate, of which the quantity of query servers required for the algorithm of the
Paper is less than that of comparison algorithms and its index of successful retrieval
probability is also higher than that of comparison algorithms, similarly, above index
of algorithm in literature [4] is superior than that in literature [5]. Under the cir-
cumstance of relatively small data damage rate, algorithm in literature [8] has better
index of successful retrieval probability, which is closer to the algorithm in the Pa-
per; however, along with the increase of data damage rate, the reduction amplitude
of algorithm in literature [8] is larger than that of the algorithm in the Paper and
approaches to the algorithm in literature [5] gradually.

  

  

 

  (a) ε = 1% (b) ε = 5%

 
(a) 1%                                                         (b) 5%   

  

  

 

(c) 10%                                                       (d) 20%   

Fig. 3. Probability of successful retrieval 
 

(c) ε = 10% (d) ε = 20%

Fig. 3. Probability of successful retrieval

Table 1 provides the comparison of computing time and successful retrieval prob-
ability under the circumstance that the algorithm in the Paper, literature [4, 5] and
literature [8] selects data damage rate ε = 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% respectively.
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Table 1. Probability of successful retrieval

Algorithm Index 1% 5% 10% 20%

Algorithm in the Paper
Successful retrieval probability (%) 99.5 98.1 95.2 91.4

Computing time (s) 5.3 7.6 9.8 11.4

Algorithm in literature [4]
Successful retrieval probability (%) 95.5 91.2 90.3 86.7

Computing time (s) 8.6 9.7 11.5 14.8

Algorithm in literature [5]
Successful retrieval probability (%) 91.3 86.7 83.2 80.8

Computing time (s) 9.6 10.7 12.5 16.1

Algorithm in literature [8]
Successful retrieval probability (%) 98.3 94.3 91.9 88.4

Computing time (s) 5.6 8.5 10.6 12.8

Seen from the data in Table 1, under the circumstance of ε = 1%, 5%, 10%
and 20%, the successful retrieval probability indexes of algorithm in the Paper are
99.5%, 98.1%, 95.2% and 91.4% respectively, higher than the comparison algorithms
in literature [4-5] and literature [8], showing a relatively higher robustness of retrieval
quality and data check under data damage. Under the circumstance of data damage
rate selects ε = 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%, the computing time indexes of algorithm
in the Paper are 5.3s, 7.6s, 9.8s and 11.4s respectively, faster than the comparison
algorithms in literature [4-5] and literature [8], of which the computing time of
algorithm in literature [8] is the most closest to that of the algorithm in the Paper.
Although the algorithm in the Paper requires increasing calculation complexity on
the part for integrity check, the quantities of query servers required are relatively
reduced, making the algorithm save a certain query time and showing the relatively
high computational efficiency.

5. Conclusion

In the Paper, a secure erasure code storage system considering both data confi-
dentiality and data robustness is proposed and pseudo-random bilinear map is used
to construct the threat model of integrity check strategy of cloud storage, realizing
the supplement of secure erasure code storage system algorithm function of mul-
tiple key servers. The simulation result shows the algorithm has a relatively high
computational efficiency and high successful retrieval probability, showing the rel-
atively good performance of the algorithm. In the future research, efforts shall be
concentrated on the improvement of parameters setup and the demonstration of
effectiveness theory of system prototype and proper application of the theory.
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